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What is a relaxed performance?

All performances of Adventurers Wanted are relaxed performances. 

This means Adventurers Wanted is made to be welcoming to     
neurodiverse people. This includes people who identify as autistic 
or have sensory needs. It is also for anyone who likes seeing shows 
in lively, informal settings.

The team behind Adventurers Wanted love playing tabletop       
roleplaying games at home with friends. We want the show to feel 
like that: informal, fun and friendly.

Relaxed performances mean that:

All the lights in the room will stay on. There will also be light coming 
through the windows.

There will not be any loud bangs. There might be some music but it 
won’t be loud.

You can talk and don’t have to be quiet.
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You can leave the room at any time if you want to have a break. 
There is space with chairs to sit on just outside of the room. You 
can come back into the room whenever you want to.

What happens in the game depends on what the players do. The 
Game Masters make the story up as it goes along. This means we 
can’t tell you exactly what’s going to happen. However, no one will 
be made to feel unwelcome for their unique responses to surprises.
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What are tabletop roleplaying games?

Adventurers Wanted is a show where you can watch people play a 
tabletop roleplaying game.

There will be five people onstage sat at a table. One person is the 
Games Master and they will sit in the middle. The Games Master 
runs the game and is like a storyteller and referee in one.

Below is a picture of a Game Master making notes during a game. 
On the table are some dice, miniature figures and hand drawn 
maps. These are often used during a game.
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The other four onstage people are players. Each player has their 
own character. They don’t wear costumes when they play a     
character. They might change how they speak or how they move. 
There is no set like in other shows. Most of the game happens in 
everyone’s imagination.

This picture shows a Game Master and player acting two         
characters meeting in the game.

The Games Master describes a world for everyone to imagine. 
They describe what characters can see, hear, smell, touch or taste. 
The players then describe what they want their characters do in the 
world.

Characters can’t always do what players want them to do. Whether 
characters can or can’t do things is sometimes decided by rolling 
dice. Rolling low numbers means characters can’t do things. Rolling 
high numbers means characters can do things.
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Dice

Lots of different types of dice are used in the game:

Below is a four-sided dice, called a d4. It has the numbers 1-4 on it.

Below is a six-sided dice, called a d6. It has the numbers 1-6 on it. 
It is the kind of dice you’ve probably seen or used for games before.

Below is an eight-sided dice, called a d8. It has the numbers 1-8 on 
it.
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Below is a ten-sided dice, called a d10. It has the numbers 0-9 on it.

Below is a twelve-sided dice, called a d12. It has the numbers 1-12 
on it.

Below is a twenty-sided dice, called a d20. It has the numbers 1-20 
on it. It’s the dice that’s used most often in the game.
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Below is a ten-sided dice, called a d100. A d100 has 10, 20, 30, 40, 
50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and 00 on its 10 sides. When we need a number 
between 1 and 100 we roll a d100 and a d10. The numbers rolled 
are added together. If a 0 and a 00 are rolled, that means 100.

Miniature figures

Miniature figures represent characters in the game. Miniature      
figures are often called ‘minis’. Minis can represent the players’ 
characters or the characters they meet. Minis are used to help keep 
track of where all the characters are. Minis are most often used 
when characters get into fights.

Below is a mini for a human rogue. A rogue is a type of character 
who is quite sneaky.
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Below is a mini for a blue dragon.  

Maps

Maps are usually hand drawn by the Game Master. Maps are used 
to help everyone keep track of where the characters are. People in 
the audience won’t be able to see the maps used onstage. The 
Game Master will describe any maps they use to the audience.

This picture shows 8 minis on a map. You can see things like stairs, 
walls, doorways and other features marked on the map.
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Information about the MacDonald Holyrood Hotel

This is the MacDonald Holyrood Hotel.

The hotel’s address is 81 Holyrood Road, Edinburgh, EH8 8AU.

This is the hotel entrance.
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Adventurers Wanted is in the Salisbury Suite in the hotel. To get 
there, go into the foyer.

Walk to the end of the corridor. On the left-hand side are two lifts. At 
the end of the corridor is a door which leads to the stairs. 

If you want to use the lifts, then press the button for the first floor. 
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When you get to the first floor, turn right out of the lift and through 
the doorway. 

Through the doorway there is a bar. At the end of the bar are the 
doors to the Salisbury Suite.
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If you want to use the stairs, then go through the door at the end of 
the corridor. There will be a door to your right with a sign saying 
‘stairs to all floors’.

The stairs are just through this door. 
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You only need to walk up one flight of stairs and then go through 
this door.

The doors to the Salisbury Suite will be straight ahead of you.
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Below is a photo of the Salisbury Suite. During performances of  
Adventurers Wanted, the room will be filled with around 50 chairs. 
All the chairs will be in rows, facing a small stage where the players 
and Game Master will sit.

Parking

The nearest on-street parking is on St John Street. It is a 5 minute 
walk from the hotel. It costs £3.40 per hour.

There is on-street parking for blue badge holders on Horse Wynd. It 
is a 5 minute walk from the hotel.

There is an NCP car park on St John’s Hill. It is open 24hrs and 
costs £3.50 per hour. It is a 7 minute walk from the hotel.

Buses

The number 6 bus stops on Holyrood Road right next to the hotel. 
The stops on either side of the road are both called Holyrood Road.
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Before the performance

It is good to arrive early so you can collect your tickets and go to the 
toilet before the show. There will be guests inside the hotel and  
other people coming to see the show. It may be a bit noisy.

5 minutes before the time on your ticket, the audience from the  
previous performance will leave. This could be as many as 50   
people. It might be rather busy for a few minutes as everyone 
leaves.

When it is the time on your ticket, there will be 5 minutes for you to 
come in and sit down. The seating for Adventurers Wanted is       
unreserved. This means you can choose where to sit.
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During the performance

The show is 50 minutes long and does not have an interval. It will 
start at 5 minutes past the hour. It will end at 5 minutes to the hour. 
We will try very hard to keep to these times. Occasionally we might 
start or finish a few minutes later. 

Once everyone in the audience is sat down, the Game Master will 
introduce everyone onstage. The Game Master will make sure 
everyone knows how the game works. The Game Master will then 
tell everyone the story so far. Then the Game Master and players 
will start playing the game.

Please turn your phone to silent during the performance. Please do 
not take photos during the performance. 

There will be a camera pointing towards the stage. It will only film 
the people onstage and not the audience. 

In the show people onstage might ask the audience for advice. If 
you want to help and answer their questions then you can. If you 
don’t want to then you don’t have to.

If you want to ask any questions you can at the end of the show. 
Ask the Game Master or Stage Manager and they’ll do their best to 
answer.

Please do not come onto the stage at any point before, during or  
after the performance. The only time you can come onstage is if 
you are asked to come onstage. In most performances no one will 
be asked to do this. If you don’t want to come onstage you don’t 
have to.
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The story

Unlike a play, the Game Masters and players in Adventurers   
Wanted aren’t following a script. The story they end up telling will 
depend on what the players do. This means we can’t say exactly 
what will happen.

The story is about a ship that gets magically stranded in a strange 
world. ‘Stranded’ means the ship is left somewhere without a way to 
get home. The crew have to complete challenges and find objects 
so that they can get home. 

The game is set in a fantasy world. This means the ship will sail  
between lots of unusual islands. There might be things like islands 
floating in the sky or islands with magical buildings.
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Things like dragons and magic will be a part of the story. Things can 
happen that can’t in the real world, like people flying or turning     
invisible. However, no matter what happens, it’s all just in       
everyone’s imagination.

Adventurers Wanted is 250 hours long overall. You can buy tickets 
for an hour at a time. This means you’ll see a short story that’s part 
of a longer story. We will also write down what happens every day. 
You will be able to read the story so far on our website:                
adventurers250.wordpress.com. We will also write on Twitter what 
is happening in the story.
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The Adventurers Wanted team

There are two people you’ll see at an Adventurers Wanted show, 
running the show. One will be a Game Master and one will be a 
Stage Manager.

Our Game Masters

This is Leo. He is one of our Game Masters.

This is Reece. He is one of our Game Masters.
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This is Alex. He is one of our Game Masters.

This is Chris. Chris is our back-up Game Master. He will run the 
game if Leo, Reece or Alex are unwell.

When you see the show either Leo, Reece, Alex or Chris will run 
the game. You will see them sat in the middle of the table.
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Our stage managers

This is Chloe. She is one of our stage managers.

This is Naomi. She is one of our stage managers.

There will be one other stage manager working on this show. We 
will add their photo to our website and this pack when they are 
hired.
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When you see the show there will be one stage manager sat near 
the stage. They will be at a table with a laptop, printer, pens and 
paper. They will make sure everything runs smoothly.

Ask whichever stage manager is around if you need help with    
anything. Part of their job is to help you! 

Thank you to Chrystal Ding who provided the photos on pages 5 
and 6 of this guide.
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